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Thank you for your letter of 20 January regarding the future of Structural Funds in Scotland. I
am replying as the Cabinet Secretary with portfolio responsibility for Structural Funds. I
would like, firstly, to set out the context for my response to the specific issues raised in your
report before offering my thoughts on these.

The Commission published its proposals for Structural Funds 2014-2020 in October 2011,
and broadly speaking, we welcome the new terms. The thematic priorities which the
Commission believe will deliver smart, sustainable and inclusive growth are an excellent
match for the Scottish Government's economic strategy, including strong focus on renewable
energy and the low carbon economy; R&D; investment in human capital through skills and
employability; and enhancing digital connectivity.

The proposed transition region category would secure funding for the Highlands and Islands
region, and would allow us some flexibility on intervention rates so that we can respond to
local economic circumstances, particularly for the availability of match-funding.

And we also welcome the ambition to get better integration between structural, rural
development and fisheries funds. The proposals for common provisions across the funds
could be a real opportunity to align and integrate funds to achieve greater economic growth
more quickly and deliver better outcomes from the resources available.

Government officials have established a programme board to consider the scope and
practicalities of attempting closer policy and, possibly, operational integration across the
funds, and hope to have reached some conclusions in next six months. During this time, we
will also continue to engage with the UK Government and with the European Commission in
negotiating a set of rules which would allow us to take this approach.

As you will no doubt have noted from your round-table discussion, we are fortunate to have a
very engaged and constructive stakeholder base for Structural Funds. I continue to be
grateful for the amount of time they allocate to helping us shape the future of the Funds in
Scotland, because it is often their experience on the ground which enables us to better focus
future allocations on those projects which will deliver real benefits for Scotland.
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This is, as your discussions noted, already reflected in current programmes moving gradually
away from funding many individual projects and instead considering what outcomes the sum
total of similar projects in an area might achieve. An excellent example here is the use of the
Community Planning Partnerships to deliver skills and employability interventions. The
approach allows the Structural Funds cash to closely match local needs, but the overall
effect is of a national scale. Similarly, strategic delivery bodies act to unify activity on R&D&I,
and take what might be isolated interventions into a concerted effort to help research
wherever in Scotland and in whatever sector it is happening.

There is no doubt that we must in future learn from what has worked in the current
programmes, and use it to focus on areas of highest impact. We are looking at targeting the
'thematic priorities' of the Commission where these match our own, for example a focus on
the low carbon economy. This might encompass R&D, apprenticeships in the related
industries, support for the supply chain, and the delivery of major infrastructure in readiness
for and alongside private sector investment. This would send a powerful signal that Scotland
is serious about supporting the sector; allow us to deploy a mix of grant and loan funding,
including levering in private investment; whilst at the same time delivering jobs, growth and a
higher skills base. If this approach proves useful for discussions, we may expand it to
themes such as local economic development and skills and employability, again to give that
sense of all projects working towards a major collective achievement for Scotland.

As a balance to these ambitions, we share the concerns raised about the current complexity
of managing the funds. There is an inconsistency in the Commission both demanding ever-
more stringent controls, but then wishing to see control devolved to local levels, where the
institutional capacity to deal with them does not exist. Better use of strategic arrangements
such as the CPPs; work on simple unit cost pricing; and arguing for controls proportionate to
the amounts of funding being allocated should hopefully start to address these issues in the
next programmes.

I hope I am managing to convey both the ambitions we have for making European funding
work for Scotland; and a sense that we want to continue with what we and stakeholders
already know works. I note that your Committee is seeking to establish an inquiry into the
future of these funds. Given the early stage we are at with the development of the new
programmes, I wonder if it would perhaps be more useful to the Committee at this time to
have informal discussions on the Commission's proposals and our response to them with
myself and officials? If this is something the Committee are interested in taking forward,
please contact my office via email: cabsecici@scotland.qsi.qov.uk or on 0131 348 6961 to
make the necessary arrangements.

ALEX NEIL

Cc Fiona Hyslop MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Culture and External Affairs
John Swinney, Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Employment and Sustainable
Growth
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